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1.WHAT ARE TRIGGERED EMAILS?

2.WHAT ARE THE TYPES OF TRIGGERED EMAILS?

These are emails that get into action mode due to a specific behavior, scenario, activity 
related to customers. It aims to have meaningful connections with customers.

Trigger emails are any emails that are triggered based on various 
factors. It could also be when the prospect attended a webinar and 
keeps in touch with your brand.
In such cases, organizations would send personalized emails to these high-value customers. 

Marketers, thus toil hard to craft emails that lead to instant communication with prospects. 

According to one finding, triggered emails have an almost 
70.5% higher open rate than regular emails.

Trigger Email After Webinar
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As you can see in this example, these emails help in building long lasting relationships with 
customers. 
Now, as the company has the list of attendees who attended the event, it has information of 
selected prospects. With the help of this, they can personalize the emails and send them to 
recipients. 

These specific product emails are sent out to customers based on actions. 
And how can one find that? 
Brands keep track of customers who visit their website and what all pages they visited. When 
they visit a product page, these organizations could ask for personal information like name, 
email address and others through the form that pops up on these pages.
Later, they can send out product alert emails to these customers immediately when they 
leave the website. 

The more you are active to outreach these prospects, the easier it becomes levelling up 
customer engagement and better sales. 

Product Alert Email

Here you can see how the organization is 
alerting the customers about its new products. 
The brand knows how to attract new customers 
who visited their product page or somehow 
tried to collect information about products 
from other sources. 
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Almost all marketers send these emails. That’s because customers who abandoned shopping 
carts are considered lost opportunities and marketers want to win them back. 

In the current scenario, where marketers are struggling to retain even existing 
customers, it’s a sin if you couldn’t convert the prospect who came knocking to 
your door.

This is why, they develop best abandoned cart emails to earn customers’ trust and motivate 
them to complete the purchase.

This is one of the examples of cart abandonment email. Marketing is all about understanding 
the psychology of your customer and accordingly developing the message, just as you can see 
here, marketer is asking a question, “still thinking it over.”

The email wants to remind that as a responsible brand, they have still 
kept items for specific customer, and are waiting for him or her to 
come back and acquire the product or service. 

Abandonment Cart Email
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If your customers are inactive for some time, can emails be triggered to them?

This is a crucial question, as they aren’t executing any action, how can emails 
send to them?

The emails can be automated where if the customer isn’t acquiring a product or service for 
some months, messages designed for inactive customers can be sent. 

Well, here no action is also becoming an action!!!

The message, we’ve missed you is a skilled message to trigger the emotion in customers. 

Further, you can see brand mentions, “for a limited time we are giving you exclusive offer.”

The aim is to take the relationship to the next level. 

As marketers don’t know why customer is inactive for long, they 
try all trial-and-error tactics to take them out of their cocoon. 
And in many cases, it just works…

Customers when showcased many offers, would be willing to try them. 

These emails are instantly sent to customers when they confirm of 
purchasing the product. 
As these are highly important emails, it has higher chances of getting opened. The order 
confirmation emails include the details of your product, pricing and some recommendations 
that the brand thinks would interest the reader. 

Trigger Email for Dormant Customers

Order Confirmation Emails
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This is one good example of an order confirmation email. Here you can see the product 
ordered, pricing and other details. 

These triggered emails make your relationship stronger with customers. 
It shows you care about your customer even after they purchased the 
product. 
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These types of emails are some of the simplest and basic emails that 
brands can send to customers. You just need to have crucial information 
for this- Date of his birth. This you can collect, when he fills the form 
or through any other source. 

Here you can see, the brand wishes the customer on her birthday. Besides that, they went 
one step further by offering a free gift to get anytime during her birthday month. 

Onboarding and welcome emails are same. When customer explores 
and buy new product, most brands would send out welcome emails to 
make customers comfortable. It’s a good idea as they would know 
more about your service. 

What are onboarding emails?

Birthday Emails

Better With Onboarding Emails
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In this example, the brand welcomes the customer for a 14-day free trial. 
While the customer has still not purchased the service, but nurturing the 
right way with onboarding emails could make a huge difference. 

After few days of using the service, they might make up their mind to buy it. 
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We know many customers won’t acquire a product but would explore different websites to 
collect information. While trigger emails are the perfect answer to nurture these customers 
but if one needs to convert them at the earliest, super segmented trigger email is the answer. 
It means these emails meet the defined conditions leading to best results. 

In this email, you can see the brand asked customers whether they are looking in the category 
of digital media streaming devices department. It then showcases different products such 
as wifi display dongle, streaming media player. 

For example, if the customer is searching for a specific kind of shoe, 
you can send category trigger email where they are showcased different 
shoes instead of that specific kind.

Serving The Category Needs Email
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What is a newsletter?

Newsletter are emails that inform customers about the latest products 
and services. It also gives news, tips and other new information that 
could help businesses in their mission. 

There isn’t a fixed rule to what is included in a newsletter, but it’s all about making your customers’ 
lives easier. So, whenever any new updates come, these newsletter emails are triggered 
automatically landing up in the recipients’ inbox. 

In this newsletter, you can see how brand is offering fresh information about new adventure. It 
shows about cruise, culture and many other interesting options that a traveler would absolutely 
love. 

Newsletter Emails
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These are the emails that the shopper has searched for in the site 
but later drops the idea to purchase. 

Just as you can see in this example, visitor searched for handbags in bags category. This 
information was captured and later emails were sent to same customer regarding what 
they searched on website, and asking why they abandoned the plan to purchase the product. 

Triggered emails can lead marketers:

In reminding about the appointments

Promotions on birthday

Asking feedback in trigger email

Informing customers about the end of subscription date

Letting customers know when items would be out of stock

Asking for next meeting

Site Search Abandonment Mail

3. WHAT EXACTLY CAN TRIGGER EMAILS DO?
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What is nurturing?

Delivering what you assured to give

4. NURTURING THROUGH TRIGGERED EMAILS

Nurturing is maintaining relationship with customers in a step-by-step 
approach. Just as you can’t immediately build up a familiar relationship 
with a stranger, likewise, you can’t expect to have a good relation with a 
customer in one meeting or conversation. 

It’s a wholesome approach that you need to follow by having regular interaction with 
customers.  

Customers admire brands that offer exact products or services as promised. It makes them 
feel they are dealing with a trustworthy brand which is serious about quality product or service. 

How do brands execute triggered emails for these customers?

We know an existing customer can help you generate more revenue than some 
new customers. And that’s because the old customer knows about your 
service, they are familiar with it and like using that’s why they have been using 
it for a long time. So, don’t you think you need to nurture old customers more 
than new prospects?

The automated emails take over here that just triggers messages on any specific event to the 
customer. For example, if a customer has been purchasing products for 5 years, you could give 
them special coupons, offers on completing five years of association with your brand.

They could then follow step-by-step instructions and learn how to go forward. These types of 
trigger emails can help maintain good rapport with customers. 

In this case, if the customer wishes to be updated about your latest product 
or service and you don’t provide same at right time, they might feel you don’t 
have any invaluable to share or you aren’t serious enough. Trigger emails 
ensures delivering what was promised. This is called nurturing. 

Nurturing through trigger emails involves different steps such as:

A bird in hand is worth two in the bush

Most customers might not be aware of using product the right way. As a 
marketer, if you understand these challenges and plan to resolve it, you can 
automate the triggered emails that would land into the customers’ inbox as 
soon as they purchase your product.

Instructional service on using the product
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5. LIFECYCLE TRIGGER EMAIL CAMPAIGN

6. STATISTICS ON TRIGGERED EMAIL

The common lifecycle triggered emails are sent based on different 
stages that include within the loyalty status, churn risk and others. 
Now, what is lifecycle marketing?
This marketing involves touching each phase of customers’ journey through continual email 
marketing effort. The entire phase involves reach, act, convert, engage. As it goes in a cycle, 
it is called as a lifecycle campaign. 
These emails that are subdivided based on different stages of the campaign. Marketers 
analyze all the stages to decide for which stage the trigger emails need to be send highly 
relevant to customers. 

Here you can see lifecycle curve, where the customer section is divided into new customers, 
existing and lapsed customers. 
The action or the activities involved in the new customer section is browse abandonment, 
new subscriber, cart abandonment and so on. In the existing customer section, you see cross-sell, 
feedback review, etc. while you see replenishment, win-back activities in the lapsed customer 
section.
As per the action or non-action by customers over a period, emails are triggered. 

Triggered emails get 24 times more revenue per spend

In trigger emails, almost 18% to 23% of engagement happens after 24 hours. 

Triggered emails have a 775% higher conversion rate than 
batch-and-blast emails. 
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7. BENEFITS OF TRIGGERED EMAIL

Higher click-through rate and open rate

Increased customer retention

Increased relevancy

More upselling and cross-selling

Increased conversion

Improves loyalty

Enhances customer experience

It saves revenue

8. CONCLUSION

Triggered emails today hold a crucial place as compared to others. As these emails are 
closely aligned with the interest of customers, it has higher chances of improving business 
results.

Marketers worldwide had already witnessed how there is a clash of needs and wants between 
customers and brands. The scenario is customers want to buy a specific product while marketers 
want to sell their product; when it does not match it creates dissatisfaction. 

The triggered emails aim to bridge this gap as it shoots out emails to customers whose needs 
might match nearly close to what the organization provides. 




